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AmmoniacatoAmmoniacato

Detergents for floorsDetergents for floors

Description
Ammoniacato concentrated detergent and
fragrant for washable floors and surfaces.
It equipped with low foaming and high
degreasing action.
 
Recommended for tank-cleaning
machines.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 1% to 2% in water.

01010 - Taniche da 10 kg
01025 - Taniche da 25 kg
01005 - Taniche da 5 kg

DetersanDetersan

Detergents for floorsDetergents for floors

Description
Strongly scented detergent with sanitizing
action. Is used to sanitize surfaces, tables
of dining rooms, wash basins, toilet and
pavimenti.Si used with sprayers, sprayers,
scrubbers or manually. low foam product
with over 15 different fragrances. (Talc,
Lavender, Pine, Lemon, East, Grapefruit,
Caffe ', Iris Blue, Niva, Mint, Eucalyptus,
Marseille, Pine Cone, anti-tobacco,
Strawberry, Cherry, Citrus, etc etc ..)

Dosage
Dilute the product from 2% to 50% with the
second water application.

04510 - Tanica da 10 Lt
04525 - Tanica da 25 lt
04505 - Tanica da 5 lt
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Perfum E ConcentratoPerfum E Concentrato

Detergents for floorsDetergents for floors

Description
Deodorant liquid concentrate to the Pine
fragrance with sanitizing effect. Ideal for
mats and toilet.
 
It contains natural substances.

Dosage
Dilute the product with 10% water.

08405 EC - Taniche da 5 lt

PuliceraPulicera

Detergents for floorsDetergents for floors

Description
Specific detergent to clean waxed floors.
Removes dirt without dulling the waxy film.
Also suitable for metallic waxes. It is also
used to clean floors with polished tiles or
lead polished marble.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 0.5% to 1% with
water.

09225 - Taniche da 25 kg
09210 - Taniche da 10 kg
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Top PenTop Pen

Detergents for floorsDetergents for floors

Description
Alkali-purpose cleaner for cleaning floors
and surfaces. Removes the marker signs.
Suitable for aluminum.

Dosage
Dilute the product by 2% pure according to
application.

11925 - Taniche da 25 kg
11910 - Taniche da 25 kg

Universal ProfumatoUniversal Profumato

Detergents for floorsDetergents for floors

Description
Degreasing scented liquid detergent and
emulsifier (oil, grease, soot, etc ..) cleans
machinery, furniture in formica, plastic,
hoods, floors and any kind of hard to clean
dirt.
Remove wax from the floors and the
rubber soles footprints.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 0.5% to 2% with
water.

12310 P - Taniche da 10 kg
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VapordetVapordet

Detergents for floorsDetergents for floors

Description
Liquid cleaner for floors and low foaming
hard surface for disbursing steam engines.
Elinina even the most 'stubborn dirt without
leaving streaks, and does not require
rinsing and' pleasantly scented.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 0.5% to 1% and
introduce the solution in the tank.

033810 - taniche da 10 kg
033825 - taniche da 25 kg
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Cera RossaCera Rossa

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
Waxes for floors and surfaces treatments
Polymer wax repolishable for terracotta
and colored red tile floors. High coverage.
Excellent gloss and durability.

Dosage
Ready for use.

1234 - Taniche da 10 lt

CeraluxCeralux

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
High quality wax for floors', scented, re-
polished and washable. And 'particularly
suitable for use on high traffic floors, like
hallways or staircases of apartment
buildings.

Dosage
Use the pure wax, or dilute up to a max of
25% with water.

67893 - Taniche da 25 Lt
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Ceralux LegnoCeralux Legno

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
Wax for wooden floors and parquet self-
polishing and strongly antiscivolo.Ridona
the original color also worn and faded
parts. It does not contain hydrocarbon
solvents. Ideal for wooden floors of
basketball gyms.

Dosage
Dilute the wax to 50% with water. Apply
two hands crossed with spreader forceps.

12345C - Taniche da 25 Lt

Decerante PavimentiDecerante Pavimenti

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
Wax remover cleaner for floors treated
with metallic waxes and not. It is used with
a single brush with red disc. The low-
concentration product possesses a
semidecerante effect.

Dosage
To remove wax Dilute 1: 3 with water. For
semidecerare diluted 1:10 with water

54321 - Taniche da 25 Lt
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IdrorepIdrorep

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
IDROREP forms an impenetrable barrier to
water without leaving any visible residue.
IDROREP allows the transpiration of the
surface allowing moisture leakage '.
Suitable to treat bricks, cement, marble
and for the restoration of surfaces. It is
used in the Nordic countries to avoid the
collapse of the brick and as a protective
frost for the statues in natural stone.

Dosage
It is used as such by brush, roller and
spray.

034325 - Taniche da 25 kg

Lucido GelLucido Gel

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
Polishing product in high yield gel. Just a
few drops on a sponge to obtain the
regeneration of rubber, plastics, wood,
leather, sky etcc ... Within an exceptional
gloss effect on the treated surfaces and
preserves them from aging.

Dosage
It is used as it is by pouring a small
amount 'of GLOSS GEL on a sponge and
then apply it on the surface to be treated.
Wait a few seconds and move on with a
clean, dry cloth to remove excess product.
It does not contain solvents.

07305 - Taniche da 5 lt
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ManutentoreManutentore

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
Maintainer for metal wax-Cleaner Spray
with low and medium speed '.
Recommended use with the red disc.

Dosage
Ready to use.

87690M - Taniche da 10 Lt

MetalgresMetalgres

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
Waxes for floors and surfaces treatments
Self-polishing metallic wax high-quality 'for
porous surfaces stoneware type and
cooked. No need for Turapori and and
'strongly slip. Not suitable for rubber and
Marble.

Dosage
Ready to use

34765 - Taniche da 10 Lt
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MetalgumMetalgum

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
Waxes for floors and surfaces treatments
Self-polishing metallic wax high-quality 'for
rubber flooring or marble unpolished
plumb. Extreme Lustre.

Dosage
Ready to use.

5467M - Taniche da 10 Lt

TuraporiTurapori

Floor waxes and surface treatmentsFloor waxes and surface treatments

Description
Waxes for floors and surfaces treatments
slip glossy sealant for porous surfaces to
base of resins in aqueous dispersion.
Recommended as a primer for metal wax
on new and porous surfaces such as
stoneware and terracotta.

Dosage
Ready to use

09456T - taniche da 10 lt
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Alkali Soap LimoneAlkali Soap Limone

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Alkaline Detrgente for manual and
mechanical cleaning of floors. Degreasing
and emulsifying power. In the
concentration used, it produces a white
colored water that retains more long clean
water in the bucket.

Dosage
With floor cleaning machines dilute from
3% to 5% if used with bucket to dilute 1-
2%

00410 L - Taniche da 10 kg
00405 - Taniche da 5 kg

AmmoniacatoAmmoniacato

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Ammoniacato concentrated detergent and
fragrant for washable floors and surfaces.
It equipped with low foaming and high
degreasing action. Recommended for
tank-cleaning machines.

Dosage
If you manually employs use 5 grams per
liter of water, if used with floor scrubbers
using 2 gr. per liter of water by adding a
few drops of Antifoam.

01025 - Taniche da 25 kg
01010 - Taniche da 10 kg
01005 - Taniche da 5 kg
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Better SoapBetter Soap

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Scented detergent specifically for washing
hands. Product rich in emollient
substances of natural origin.

Dosage
Ready to use.

01910 - Taniche da 10 kg
01905 - Taniche da 5 kg

BrillantanteBrillantante

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Liqudo rinse aids for industrial
dishwashers. Facilitates drying making
brilliant crockery and glassware.

Dosage
Adjust the peristaltic pump according to
the instructions of the manufacturer of the
dishwasher. (Approximately 5-15 grams
per liter of water).

02010 - Taniche da 10 kg
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DecalcDecalc

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
pH and acid detergent decalcarizzante
derugginante tile, porcelain and stainless
steel. Ideal for the bathroom. To minimize
the contact time with the parts in chrome.
Not suitable for enamelled surfaces. (Eg:
Some types of bathtubs).

Dosage
Dilute the product from 10% to 50% with
water depending on the thickness of
limestone.

03725 - Taniche da 25 kg

DetersanDetersan

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Scented detergent sanitizer to action
based on quaternary ammonium salts,
suitable for all washable surfaces. Occor
not rinse. Available in the following scents.
cocco-- of Coconut Flowers - Cicca - Apple
Verde-- Yellow Apple - Pompelmo-- Pino--
Niva-- Lavanda-- Oriente-- strong lemon -
lemon - Dakar - Talc - Amarena-- blue iris -
Eastern Musk - desert Flower - Strawberry
- Cicca americana--Agrumi--Antitabacco--
Mandorla--Fragolina--Tropical--Vaniglia--
Citronella--Colonia--Menta--lavanda--
Marsiglia.
Available bacteriological cards.

Dosage
Use either pure or dilute up to 50% with
water.

04525 - Taniche da 25 Lt
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F 10F 10

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Highly concentrated all-purpose cleaner for
all washable surfaces. Particularly suitable
for mineral oils. Ideal for counters
workshop.

Dosage
From 1% -20% with water depending on
the type of application.

C123 - Taniche da 25 Lt

K K K K 

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Cleaning concentrate for the easy removal
of fats, oils burned, heavy dirty. Removes
stains from water-based paint
pavimenti.Indicato for cooking plates,
stoves, floors kitchen ovens etc ....

Dosage
Dilute the product from 5% to 50% in water
depending on the type of fouling.

05910 - Taniche da 10 kg
05925 - Taniche da 25 kg
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LavadocciaLavadoccia

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
pH detergent perfumed acid foam,
specially formulated for daily cleaning of
sanitary ware with high cleaning power.
Remove soapy residue and the insoluble
calcium salts. Do not ruin the chrome taps.
It contains organic acids inhibited.
Dilute the product from 5% to 20% with
water.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 5% to 20% with
water.

06210 - Taniche da 10 kg
06225 - Taniche da 25 kg
06205 - Taniche da 5 kg

LavaschiumaLavaschiuma

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Cleaner for carpets and foam mats. Carpet
cleaner develops a HIGH foam suitable for
use with brushes A ROTAZIONE.Si also
employs machines with injection and
extraction with the use of anti-foam in the
dirty water recovery of the machine.

Dosage
Ideal for dirty fat and dry bulk.
The product is diluted by 5 to 20%
depending on the dirt to be removed.

06625 - Taniche da 25 kg
06610 - Taniche da 10 kg
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LemonetLemonet

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Concentrated liquid detergent with lemon
fragrance for manual dishwashing.
Available flavored with lemon or orange
Cinnamon.

Dosage
Use 10/30 grams of product per 5 liters of
water.

07010 - Taniche da 10 kg
t

Perfum E ConcentratoPerfum E Concentrato

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Deodorant liquid concentrate to the Pine
fragrance with sanitizing effect. Ideal for
mats and toilet. It contains natural
substances.

Dosage
Dilute the product with 10% water.

08405 EC - Taniche da 5 lt
08401 EC - Flacone da 1000 ml
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PulinoxPulinox

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Specific detergent for cleaning stainless
steel and chrome. Removes dirt and
limescale forming a water repellent film
and sanitizing.

Dosage
Ready to use.

09525 - Taniche da 25 kg
09510 - Taniche da 10 kg

SanetSanet

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Descaling viscous scented with almond for
WC and sanitary porcelain. Removes
limescale and rust stains. It contains
special polishing substances and anti-
ridepositanti. Do not use on bathtubs.

Dosage
Ready to use.

09710 - Taniche da 10 kg
09725 - Taniche da 25 kg
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SanidetSanidet

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Concentrated detergent with sanitizing
action. Suitable for cleaning and sanitizing
sinks, bathtubs, toilets, stainless steel,
slicers, coffee 'machines, ceramic tiles and
all the places where you need the
maximum cleaning and sanitation.

Dosage
Dilute the product dal'1% to 1.5% with
water.

09810 SP - Taniche da 10 kg

Sgrassatore 2Sgrassatore 2

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Degreaser cleaner for hard surfaces. Ideal
for any washable surface like kitchen
countertops, tiles, floors and facing tile etc
....

Dosage

10325 - Taniche da 25 kg
10310 - Taniche da 10 kg
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StovimaticStovimatic

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Special liquid detergent for the dishwasher
with high cleaning, degreasing and rinsing.
Removes lipstick stains and coffee 'and
does not give rise to fouling.

Dosage
Adjust the peristaltic pump 3/5 ml of
product per liter of water.

10925 - Taniche da 25 kg
10912 - Taniche da 10 kg

Universal ProfumatoUniversal Profumato

Other detergentOther detergent

Description
Degreasing scented liquid detergent and
emulsifier (oil, grease, soot, etc ..) cleans
machinery, furniture in formica, plastic,
hoods, floors and any kind of hard to clean
dirt. Remove wax from the floors and the
rubber soles footprints.

Dosage
Dilute the product from 0.5% to 2% with
water.

12310 P - Taniche da 10 kg
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LavabiancheriaLavabiancheria

Self-service laundriesSelf-service laundries

Description
Liquid detergent for industrial use linen
indicated for each type of fabric. It
equipped with high degreasing power and
softener. Available with and without active
enzymes.

Dosage
Use 20-30 grams of product per kg of dry
laundry.

06125 - Taniche da 25 kg
06110 - Taniche da 10 Kg

Oxigen SpecialOxigen Special

Self-service laundriesSelf-service laundries

Description
Igenizzante for professional washing
machines.

Dosage

08225 S - Taniche da 25 kg
08210 S - Taniche da 10 kg
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Super MorbidoSuper Morbido

Self-service laundriesSelf-service laundries

Description
Super soft is a fabric softener for scented
linens. It presents a double concentration
than traditional products. It guarantees an
excellent softness and a pleasant scent
that lasts. It facilitates the ironing of treated
items.

Dosage
5-10 grams of product per kg of dry
laundry.

07625 P - Taniche da 25 kg
07610 P - Tanica da 10 kg
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